Resurface I-65
Main St to SR-158

Resurface US-31
Lacon Rd to SR-36

I-65 Pavement Rehab
US-31 to Raleigh Ave

Resurface I-59
Cty Line to Academy Dr

Resurface I-59
1st Ave N to I-459

1-459 Pavement Rehab
I-59 to Greenwood Dr

I-59 Pavement Rehab
SR-23 to US-231

Resurface I-59
1st Ave N to I-459

I-459 Pavement Rehab
US-231 to Cty Line

Resurface US-278
Cty Line to US-431

Resurface I-59
Cty Line to US-31

Resurface US-31
Lacon Rd to SR-36

Resurface I-65
SR-145 to CR-42

Resurface US-31 - MP 133
to Piney Woods Creek Bridge

Resurface US-84
MP 196 to MP 203

Resurface I-59
Cty Line to US-31

Resurface US-84
MP 196 to MP 203

Resurface I-10
CR-39 to CR-59

Resurface I-65
SR-225 to Dyas Crk

Resurface I-59
Cty Line to US-31

Resurface I-65
SR-145 to CR-42

Resurface US-31
Lacon Rd to SR-36

Resurface I-65
SR-225 to Dyas Crk

Resurface I-59
Cty Line to US-31

Resurface I-65
SR-145 to CR-42

Resurface US-31
Lacon Rd to SR-36

Resurface I-59
Cty Line to US-31

Resurface I-65
SR-225 to Dyas Crk

Resurface I-59
Cty Line to US-31

Resurface I-65
SR-225 to Dyas Crk

Resurface I-59
Cty Line to US-31

Resurface I-65
SR-225 to Dyas Crk

Resurface I-59
Cty Line to US-31

Resurface I-65
SR-225 to Dyas Crk

Resurface I-59
Cty Line to US-31

Resurface I-65
SR-225 to Dyas Crk

Resurface I-59
Cty Line to US-31

Resurface I-65
SR-225 to Dyas Crk

Resurface I-59
Cty Line to US-31

Resurface I-65
SR-225 to Dyas Crk

Resurface I-59
Cty Line to US-31

Resurface I-65
SR-225 to Dyas Crk

Resurface I-59
Cty Line to US-31

Resurface I-65
SR-225 to Dyas Crk

Resurface I-59
Cty Line to US-31

Resurface I-65
SR-225 to Dyas Crk

Resurface I-59
Cty Line to US-31

Resurface I-65
SR-225 to Dyas Crk

Resurface I-59
Cty Line to US-31

Resurface I-65
SR-225 to Dyas Crk

Resurface I-59
Cty Line to US-31

Resurface I-65
SR-225 to Dyas Crk

Resurface I-59
Cty Line to US-31

Resurface I-65
SR-225 to Dyas Crk

Resurface I-59
Cty Line to US-31

Resurface I-65
SR-225 to Dyas Crk

Resurface I-59
Cty Line to US-31

Resurface I-65
SR-225 to Dyas Crk

Key Resurfacing and Pavement Rehabilitation Projects
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